SUBJECT: COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT

1. THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT WILL HOLD ITS NEXT MEETING ON FRIDAY 21 NOVEMBER 1986, STARTING AT 10 A.M. THE MEETING WILL BE HELD IN THE CENTRE WILLIAM RAPPARD.

2. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE PROPOSED FOR DISCUSSION:

   A. ARTICLE IX:6(B) NEGOTIATIONS (GPR/M/23, ITEM A (TO BE ISSUED));
   B. ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE AGREEMENT FOR PORTUGAL (GPR/M/23, ITEM D(ii) (TO BE ISSUED));
   C. STOCKTAking OF THE 1985 STATISTICAL REPORTS (GPR/M/23, ITEM C(V) (TO BE ISSUED));
   D. OTHER BUSINESS.

3. MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE AND OBSERVERS WISHING TO ATTEND THE MEETING ARE REQUESTED TO INFORM ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE OF THE NAMES OF THEIR REPRESENTATIVES.

   A. DUNKEL